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[1] The signatures of abrupt turnings of the vertical component of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF), Bz, can be seen at equatorial latitudes through the prompt
transmission of high-latitude electric fields to the lower latitudes, called as prompt
penetration electric field (PPE). The present work studies the signatures of PPE in
daytime equatorial electrojet (EEJ) index derived in the Indian sector during 2001–2005.
The signatures are observed in polar (PCN index) and equatorial (EEJ index) ionosphere
almost instantaneously (< 1 min). The communication time of 12˙ 6 min is observed
between bow shock nose and the equatorial ionosphere, and it is found to have inverse
relationship with radial component of solar wind velocity during southward and northward
Bz turnings which might indicate magnetosphere crossing time scale by solar wind.
Ionospheric reconfiguration time during southward turnings shows inverse relationship
with solar wind flow in contrast to northward turnings with “no relationship,” indicating
differences in underlying physical mechanisms during both turnings. We observe no local
time dependence (within 06–18 h) in conductivity-corrected EEJ signatures associated
with Bz turnings. Regression analysis between conductivity-corrected EEJ and
interplanetary electric field shows higher efficiency during northward turnings. However,
further analysis investigating the effect of actual orientation of Bz indicates that the
magnitude of northward Bz does not have influence on the ionospheric signatures. It is
noticed that the response signatures are mainly controlled by the magnitudes of
southward Bz. Thus, the present study signifies the role of inner magnetospheric
shielding electric field in addition to ceasing of convection during northward turnings.
Citation: Bhaskar, A., and G. Vichare (2013), Characteristics of penetration electric fields to the equatorial ionosphere during
southward and northward IMF turnings, J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics, 118, 4696–4709, doi:10.1002/jgra.50436.

1. Introduction
[2] It has been observed that the magnetic disturbances

observed at the geomagnetic equator are usually correlated
with simultaneous magnetic fluctuations at the high-
latitude region, particularly polar region [Onwumechilli and
Ogbuehi, 1962; Nishida et al., 1966; Nishida, 1968; Kikuchi
et al., 1996, 2000]. The electric fields associated with these
disturbances are termed as prompt penetration electric fields
(PPE). These disturbances can be originated from different
geophysical processes like geomagnetic sudden impulses,
pulsations, geomagnetic storms, and substorms. The distur-
bance level at high-latitude and polar regions is generally
governed by the interplanetary conditions, in which orien-
tation of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) plays an
important role. Nishida [1968] observed a good coherence of
the vertical component of the IMF (Bz) with magnetic field
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variations at equatorial stations irrespective of its orientation
and suggested the penetration of interplanetary electric field
(IEF) as the origin for DP2 current system.

[3] The IEF gets mapped to the high latitude and transmits
to the equator within the temporal resolution of tens of sec-
onds. This almost instantaneous transmission is explained
by using the zeroth-order transverse (TM0) electromagnetic
waves which propagate in the earth-ionosphere waveguide.
It assumes that the Earth and ionosphere are infinitely con-
ducting, and the insulating atmosphere between them gen-
erates waveguide [Kikuchi et al., 1978; Kikuchi and Araki,
1979]. Due to the finite thickness of the earth-ionosphere
waveguide, the transmitted electric field gets attenuated with
decreasing latitude. But the effect of the PPE to the equa-
tor can be observed through the enhanced currents flowing
in the E region. However, this has a limitation of being
observed only during daytime, when sufficient conductivity
exists in the E region.

[4] The working definition of PPE is the electric field
of solar wind/magnetosphere origin observed equatorward
(earthward) of the shielding layer [Huang et al., 2006]. The
definition accommodates the electric field changes resulting
from the changes in the solar wind and IMF but excludes the
overshielding electric field resulting from the Bz northward
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Figure 1. The geomagnetic and associated interplanetary
parameters are shown in vertical stack plot on 01 August
2001. The LT is local time at 75ı east longitude. The
enhancement seen between 10:30 and 12:30 LT in EEJ is
well correlated with variation in H component of geomag-
netic field at ABG and TIR along with PCN, AL, AU, Eswy,
and Bz, where as solar wind density shows absence of strong
sharp variations. The dotted line represents the average of
first five quiet days of August 2001.

turnings and the electric field affected due to the ionospheric
disturbance dynamo [Kelley et al., 1979; Huang et al., 2006;
Wolf et al., 2007]. The disturbance dynamo is generated due
to joule heating at high latitude and takes time to propa-
gate to low latitude so signature is delayed by hours unlike
PPE [Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. The characteristics of the
penetration electric field during geomagnetic storms have
been studied by researchers which includes penetration effi-
ciency to equator, time scales, and longitudinal variation
[Kelley et al., 2003; Manoj et al., 2008; Tsuji et al., 2012].
Tsuji et al. [2012] observed magnetic local time (MLT) dis-
tribution of magnetic variation during the recovery phase
reversed as compared to magnetic variation during the main
phase in dayside middle latitude region. They ascribed the
observed reversal to the overshielding electric field due to
Region 2 field-aligned currents. Manoj et al. [2008] studied
statistical characteristics of PPE as a function of time scale.
They observed that coherence between the interplanetary
electric field and the equatorial electric field peaks near 2 h
period which might suggest the magnetosphere acting as
capacitor. Kelley et al. [2003] found the ratio of the dawn-to-
dusk component of IEF to that in the equatorial ionosphere
to be 15:1, suggesting correspondence with the ratio of the
size of the magnetopause to the length of the connection line
between IMF and the Earth’s magnetic field.

[5] Huang et al. [2007] reported an empirical value of
9.6% for the efficiency of penetration and showed that
IEF can continuously penetrate to the low-latitude iono-
sphere without significant attenuation for many hours during
the main phase of the geomagnetic storm, whereas Fejer
et al. [2007] observed very strong and dynamic eastward
and westward electrojet perturbations in equatorial electrojet
currents which are indicative of undershielding and over-
shielding of PPE, when southward Bz, polar cap potential,
and solar wind pressure had very large values and remain
almost steady during the main phase of the geomagnetic
storm of 7 November 2004. Kikuchi et al. [2010] reported
the observations of eastward EEJ and westward EEJ during
southward and northward IMF, respectively. Also, by
studying SuperDARN convection maps they showed that
the eastward equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is associated with
the two-cell ionospheric convection vortex, whereas west-
ward EEJ is accompanied by reverse flow vortices forming
equatorward of the two-cell vortices.

[6] So though extensive work is carried out in under-
standing PPE, still many aspects of the phenomenon are
controversial and yet to be resolved. PPE is a signature
of magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling which can be
used to diagnose the physical mechanism underlying M-I
coupling. Also, the quantification of the IEF transmission
efficiency can probe the strength of the coupling and can
throw some light on the possible mechanism of the cou-
pling. It is important to note that mainly IMF orientation
controls the transfer of solar wind energy to the magneto-
sphere. According to the model proposed by Dungey [1961],
during southward Bz dayside reconnection occurs at low
latitude, whereas for northward Bz it occurs at high latitude.
During northward Bz conditions, some of the researchers
observed reversed convection cells in high-latitude regions
[Iijima, 1984; Clauer and Friis-Christensen, 1988; Etemadi
et al., 1988; Khan and Cowley, 1999], whereas some others
reported weak convection rather than reversal of direction
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Figure 2. Event signatures observed in different geomagnetic and interplanetary parameters shown
for southward (first two left panels) and northward (last two right panels) Bz turnings. For southward/
northward turning, EEJ, ABG, TIR, PCN, AL, and AU generally show enhancement/decrement. The
shaded area shows event under consideration.

of convection cells [Clauer and Friis-Christensen, 1988;
Weimer, 1995]. In past studies it has been reported that for
northward Bz, two-cell ionospheric convection is formed
when Bz/By < 1, and four-cell ionospheric convection devel-
ops when Bz/By > 1 [Knipp et al., 1993; Cumnock et al.,
1995]. Huang et al. [2000] observed nearly symmetric four-
cell convection for Bz/By � 7, with two normal cells in
lower latitudes and two reversed cells in polar cap. Rastogi
and Patel [1975] reported reversal of electric field dur-
ing northward IMF turning at the equator using EEJ data,
and after that several examples were presented by many
researchers [Patel, 1978; Fejer et al., 1979; Kelley et al.,
2003; Huang et al., 2007; Wei et al., 2011; Simi et al., 2012].

It was thought that westward electric field observed at the
equator is dusk-to-dawn IEF, penetrated during northward
Bz. However, Kelley et al. [1979] proposed different expla-
nation for the transmission during the northward Bz. He
emphasized that this electric field originates due to the over-
shielding electric field. The argument is based on the fact
that, though during northward turning reconnection occurs
at flanks of the polar cap, it is located in a narrow latitude
belt so direct penetration of dusk-to-dawn electric field dur-
ing northward turning by mapping of the electric field is not
efficient. Note that in neither case is the interplanetary elec-
tric field mapped to the low latitude directly; rather it maps
to high latitude and then transmits to the low latitude. The
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Figure 3. Local time (LT) distributions of events for south-
ward and northward Bz turnings: Both the distributions
peak near 9:00 LT showing uneven distribution of identified
events with respect to the LT. For northward Bz turnings the
distribution looks flatter compare to the event distribution of
southward Bz turnings.

inner magnetosphere tries to shield the low latitude from
dawn-to-dusk convection electric field by setting up polar-
ization charges (giving rise to dusk-to-dawn electric field)
at the inner edge of the ring current [Kelley et al., 1979;
Huang et al., 2005; Wolf et al., 2007]. When the shielding
electric field is less dominant than the convection electric
field, then we observe dawn-to-dusk electric field at the low-
latitude ionosphere called as undershielding, whereas when
shielding electric field dominates, dusk-to-dawn electric
field is observed in the ionosphere called as overshielding.
To understand the physical mechanism/mechanisms under-
lying both cases, it is worth investigating the distinctions and
similarities between PPE events associated with northward
and southward IMF turnings.

[7] The time delay between the measurements at the satel-
lite located outside the Earth’s dayside magnetosphere and
ground-based observations consist of six parts as follows:
(1) the advection time of the solar wind from the space-
craft to the bow shock nose (Tadvection), (2) propagation time
from the bow shock to the magnetopause (Tbs–mp), (3) Alfven
transit time along magnetic field lines from the subsolar
magnetopause to the polar ionosphere (Talfven), (4) transit
time of IEF signature across the magnetosphere (Ttransit), (5)
reconfiguration time of magnetosphere-ionosphere system
(Treconf), and (6) propagation time from high latitude to the
equatorial ionosphere (Ttransmis). So total time delay (Tdelay)
observed between the spacecraft and ground measurements
can be expressed as

Tdelay = Tadvection + Tbs–mp + Talfven + Ttransit + Treconf + Ttransmis (1)

[8] To understand the coupling between magnetosphere
and ionosphere, the communication time and ionospheric
reconfiguration time are important parameters which are
investigated in this paper. The communication time is a time
delay between the spacecraft measurements and associated
signatures measured at the ground, whereas reconfiguration
time is the time taken by the ionosphere to change from one
state to another state. The communication time mainly com-
prises five terms in equation (1) except reconfiguration time.
The past studies [e.g., Lockwood et al., 1986; Todd et al.,
1988; Khan and Cowley, 1999] observed that the onset of the
response to Bz changes in the ionosphere first appears near
noon and is delayed by increasing amounts toward midnight.
However, the studies of Ridley et al. [1998], Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald [1998], and Murr and Hughes [2001] have

found that the onset of change in the ionospheric flow
occurs nearly simultaneously (less than 2 min) across the
whole of the ionosphere. Todd et al. [1988] studied time
scale of the response of the dayside ionospheric flow to
the changes in Bz by using Active Magnetospheric Particle
Tracer Explorers-United Kingdom Subsatellite and Ion
Release Module spacecraft and European Incoherent Scatter
“Polar” experiment. They determined the shortest response
time delay of 5.5 ˙ 3.2 min in the early to mid-afternoon
sector which increases to 9.5 ˙ 3.1 min near to the dusk.
Ridley et al. [1998] observed average of about 8.4˙ 8.2 min
communication time from the magnetopause to the iono-
sphere. For the east-west ionospheric flow Khan and Cowley
[1999] observed average time delay of 5.4˙ 0.5 min on the
dayside, increasing to 11.6˙ 1.4 min on the nightside.

[9] Murr and Hughes [2001] studied the ionospheric
reconfiguration time by using ground magnetometer data
and observed that during sharp north to south transitions
of the IMF, the dayside ionospheric convection patterns
globally reconfigure themselves with time scale of about
8 min. Also, they reported the most rapid reconfiguration
near noon (5 min), and it increases toward night (12 min at
18:00 MLT). Ridley et al. [1998] observed an average of
13 min as ionospheric reconfiguration time corresponding to
the IMF orientation changes.

[10] We set the main objectives of the present study as
to investigate (a) similarities and distinctions between trans-
mitted solar wind electric field signatures to the equatorial
region through the currents flowing in the E region during

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4. Statistical properties of events: Amplitude his-
togram of (a) �Eswy, (b) �PCN, (c) �Bz, (d) �AL, (e)
�EEJ, and (f) �AU.
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Figure 5. Statistical properties of events: Duration his-
togram of events associated with (a) �Eswy, (b) �PCN,
(c) �Bz, (d) �AL, (e) �EEJ, and (f) �AU.

southward and northward Bz turnings, (b) local time depen-
dence of equatorial ionospheric signatures of the transmitted
electric field and its efficiency, (c) statistical characteristics
of event parameters, (d) relationship between Eswy turn-
ings and associated EEJ changes, and (e) high-latitude
indices and their interrelationships during PPE. The paper
is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes the data and
adopted methodology for the selection of events in the
present investigation. Section 3 gives the statistical charac-
teristics of studied events. The magnetospheric communica-
tion time and ionospheric reconfiguration time are discussed
in section 4. Section 5 presents the local time variation of
the EEJ amplitudes for northward and southward Bz turn-
ings. Section 6 presents the correlation and linear regression
analysis. Section 7 ends the paper with discussions and
conclusions inferred from the present study.

2. Database and Selection of Events
[11] The enhanced ionospheric conductivity in the equa-

torial region amplifies the magnetic field signatures of
transmitted high-latitude electric fields. It is suggested and
shown by Rastogi and Klobuchar [1990] that the strength of
the daytime equatorial electrojet (EEJ) could be measured
using two magnetometers, one situated near dip equator and
the other located at 6ı to 9ı away from the dip equator.
EEJ index is computed by doing local midnight correction
for each station and then by subtracting simultaneous obser-
vations of magnetic field at two observatories. The derived
EEJ index is a good proxy for the state of the equato-

rial ionosphere. The EEJ index can be used to study the
characteristics of the transmitted fields to the equator mainly
during daytime.

[12] We have used 1 min temporal resolution data of hor-
izontal component of the geomagnetic field from Indian
stations, Alibag (ABG, geomagnetic latitude 10.36ı) and
Tirunelveli (TIR, geomagnetic latitude 0.03ı). Alibag is sit-
uated away from the EEJ influence, while TIR is very close
to the magnetic equator, so one can get good estimate of EEJ
strength. The Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, India, rou-
tinely computes the EEJ index which is used in the present
study. We have identified the events from five most disturbed
days of each month of years 2001–2005. The period mainly
covers the peak and descending phases of solar cycle 23.
Geomagnetic disturbances are mainly controlled by sheath
and magnetic clouds during this period which are drivers of
PPE [Gonzalez et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2011]. As compared
to the dayside equatorial conductivity, the nighttime conduc-
tivity is less than 20% [Abdu et al., 2007; Tsuji et al., 2012].
This justifies the difficulties in observations of nighttime
PPE in equatorial magnetometer data, and so the present
study is constrained to the daytime hours (06:00–18:00 LT).

[13] For the interplanetary conditions, we have used 1 min
averaged definitive time-shifted multispacecraft interplane-
tary magnetic field and plasma data, obtained from OMNI
database at Coordinated Data Analysis Web (http://cdaweb.
gsfc.nasa.gov/). The data are time shifted from the space-
craft location to the Earth’s bow shock nose. Solar wind
parameters like density (Nsw), dynamic pressure (Psw), Bz,
and eastward component of IEF (Eswy) were studied for
the identified events. The Eswy is a component of solar
wind electric field along the y axis (eastward) in GSM coor-
dinate system. The auroral activity indices AL (amplitude
lower) and AU (amplitude upper) were obtained from World
Data Center, Kyoto. The polar cap index (PCN) used for the
present analysis is derived from Thule station located in the
northern polar cap. It is important to note that EEJ index

Figure 6. (upper panel) Communication time between
Earth’s bow shock nose and the equator (TCommunic) for (a)
southward and (b) northward Bz turnings; (lower panel)
ionospheric reconfiguration time (TReconfg) for (c) southward
and (d) northward Bz turnings.
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Figure 7. Linear relationship of radial solar wind velocity
(Vswx) with (a, b) time delay from start of IMF turning to
the start of corresponding EEJ signature (TCommunic.), (c, d)
time delay from end of IMF turning to end of the correspond-
ing EEJ signature (TCommunic.+Reconfg.), and (e, f) ionospheric
reconfiguration time (TReconfg.).

can represent the strength of disturbance in the equatorial
ionosphere; AL and AU indices indicate auroral disturbance
level and a good proxy for high-latitude geomagnetic activ-
ity, whereas PCN index represents the geomagnetic activity
in the polar cap region [Troshichev and Andrezen, 1985;
Troshichev et al., 1988; Troshichev et al., 2006]. So we
can study the signatures of sudden Bz turnings in polar,
auroral, and equatorial ionosphere simultaneously. Since the
variations in solar wind dynamic pressure have significant
impact on the geomagnetic field variations recorded on the
ground, in order to eliminate this effect, we selected the PPE
events when the solar wind dynamic pressure variations are
nonsignificant (< 3 nPa).

[14] Figure 1 shows a temporal variation of the EEJ and H
component at ABG and TIR along with high-latitude indices
and interplanetary parameters on 1 August 2002, one of the
studied disturbed days. The dotted line represents the aver-
age of H component on five quiet days for the month of
August 2002. The EEJ index (bottommost plot of Figure 1)
shows the enhanced variations between 10:00 and 12:30 LT
(shown by shaded area) which is well correlated with the
variations seen in the PCN, AL, and AU indices and Bz and
Eswy, whereas at the same time solar wind density (Nsw)
showed very small variation. Thus, it can be seen that the

high-frequency fluctuations riding on diurnal variation in the
geomagnetic field variations in the Indian zone are correlated
with the fluctuations seen in Bz, Eswy, AL, AU, and PCN.
The associated changes in IMF and geomagnetic parameters
were noted for each event.

[15] When the observed sharp increase (decrease) in EEJ
index and H component of TIR and ABG is associated with
the sharp southward (northward) Bz turning, only then it
is labeled as an event. As a convention we have termed
Bz changes as northward turnings when Bz has changed
from south to north or there is reduction in southward com-
ponent of Bz. Similarly, turnings are termed as southward
when Bz changed from north to south or there is a reduction
in northward component of Bz. We have identified events
using 3 h time window in which Bz turnings are followed
by EEJ signatures. The preliminary selection of events uses
the following criterion. We have selected only those Bz
turnings which take place during Indian daytime for which
change in Bz is greater than 2 nT, the duration of Bz turn-
ing is between 2 and 25 min and which are not accompanied
with sharp changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure
(< 3) nPa. The events are selected by visual inspection where
sharp changes in Bz are associated with sudden increase (or
decrease) in the EEJ index. The identified events exhibit a
minimum threshold of 7 nT for the response in EEJ index.
The amplitude of Bz change and associated signatures seen
in indices is estimated by taking the difference between
the average of 3 min values before the onset and maxi-
mum/minimum value observed just after the onset of the
event. Note that for the present study, we have selected
only those Bz sudden turnings which occur during day-
time (06:00–18:00 LT) of Indian region (LT = UT +5 h) and
whose response is detectable in the magnetic field variations
at ABG, TIR, and EEJ index. There were Bz turnings which
did not show signatures in EEJ, ABG, and TIR. It is observed
that the Bz turnings of small amplitude which occur near
dawn or dusk do not show signatures in EEJ, ABG, and
TIR. This could be due to the less ionospheric conductivity
during that time. About 50% of southward and 65% of
northward Bz turnings showed signatures in EEJ and H com-
ponent magnetic field variation at ABG and TIR during
local time range 10–14 h. When the events having change in
Bz > 3 nT are considered, then the percentage of signatures
seen in EEJ increased to 57% for southward turnings and to
72% for northward turnings indicating higher Bz amplitude
events are more efficient to cause detectable EEJ signatures.
It should be noted that the signatures in EEJ index are con-
sidered only when they are detectable by visual inspection.
From observations we postulate that, if the rate of change
of magnetic field variation in EEJ index due to Bz turning
is less or not significantly larger than the rate of change of
background magnetic field variations due to normal diurnal
pattern of EEJ or H variation, then it is not possible to detect
easily response signature in the EEJ index. Using the above
stated criterion, a total of 250 (125 events as northward turn-
ing and remaining 125 as southward turnings) events during
2001–2005 were identified and analyzed.

[16] Figure 2 demonstrates the selection of events during
northward and southward Bz turnings. The sample events
are shown for southward and northward turnings of Bz
separately. The shaded area shows identified events in the
interplanetary parameters and various ground-based indices.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(f)(e)

(d)

(h)(g)

Southward Northward

Figure 8. Local time dependence EEJ response to Bz turnings. (a, b) Amplitude of events seen in EEJ
(�EEJ) without any correction of conductivity or normalization by Eswy; (c, d) �EEJ is normalized by
associated changes in Eswy (�Eswy); (e, f)�EEJ is corrected for conductivities (see the text for details);
and (g, h) �EEJ is corrected for conductivity and then normalized by �Eswy.

For southward turnings of Bz (i.e., enhancement in eastward
electric field Eswy) it is observed that EEJ and H component
measured at ABG and TIR increase almost simultaneously.
The magnitude of response in H component at TIR is greater
than ABG which is due to the enhanced cowling conduc-
tivity at the equator. The PCN index which represents polar
cap electric field shows similar enhancement. Also, AL and
AU indices show the change during the event; both show
the enhancement in the strength. Since AL index represents
westward current (negative), it appears opposite to AU (east-
ward current). During northward turning of Bz (right side
plots), EEJ and H component at ABG and TIR show decre-
ment. The signatures in AL and AU indices are not very
clear during northward turnings, but generally they show

decrement indicating weakening of auroral electrojet cur-
rents during northward turnings of Bz. For both the cases
of Bz turnings the response to the sudden Bz changes seen
in the ground geomagnetic parameters is not simultaneous;
often ground response is delayed by a few minutes with
respect to the observations at the nose of the Earth’s bow
shock, which is discussed in detail in section 4. The tran-
sition duration of Bz signatures in ground-based magnetic
field measurements is greater than Bz transition duration.
The response is almost simultaneously (less than 1 min)
recorded at the polar, auroral, and equatorial regions. This
indicates almost instantaneous transmission of high-latitude
electric field to the equator. The cross-correlation coeffi-
cients between the signatures seen in EEJ and PCN are 0.99,
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Table 1. Correlation Coefficients for Southward Turning Events (10:00–14:00 LT)

�EEJCorrect �PCN �AL �AU �Eswy �Bz �By �Psw

�EEJCorrect 1.000 0.321 0.416 0.077 0.460 –0.512 –0.238 –0.065
�PCN 1.000 0.452 0.397 0.490 –0.529 –0.083 0.081
�AL 1.000 0.312 0.390 –0.279 –0.355 0.179
�AU 1.000 0.560 –0.339 –0.390 0.134
�Eswy 1.000 –0.908 –0.233 0.040
�Bz 1.000 0.147 –0.089
�By 1.000 –0.146
�Psw 1.000

Table 2. Correlation Coefficients for Northward Turning Events (10:00–14:00 LT)

�EEJCorrect �PCN �AL �AU �Eswy �Bz �By �Psw

�EEJCorrect 1.000 0.375 0.327 0.126 0.590 –0.503 0.103 0.203
�PCN 1.000 0.441 0.375 0.450 –0.518 –0.046 0.043
�AL 1.000 0.256 0.400 –0.258 –0.228 0.040
�AU 1.000 0.150 0.054 –0.222 –0.098
�Eswy 1.000 –0.850 –0.081 0.183
�Bz 1.000 0.083 0.115
�By 1.000 –0.071
�Psw 1.000

0.95, 0.91, and 0.91 for 20 August 2002, 25 July 2001, 03
October 2001, and 24 October 2002 events, respectively.

3. Statistical Characteristics
[17] To find probability distribution, a histogram tech-

nique is used as it is an easy method for nonparametric
statistics. The histograms of amplitude and duration are plot-
ted for all events. Choosing bin size is one of the important
things in histogram analysis. If one uses large bin size, the
histogram becomes smooth so details of the information are
lost. Also, if smaller bin width is used, then the histogram
becomes rough and it appears more noisy. The optimum
bin width has to be chosen to get true probability distribu-
tion. We use relationship w = 3.49�N–1/3 derived by Scott
[1979], where w is bin width, N is number of events, and �
is standard deviation of data.

[18] The local time (LT) distribution of studied events is
shown in Figure 3 for northward and southward Bz turnings
separately. It shows the maximum events selected were from
LT ranging from 9 to 10 h. About 82% of events lie in the
LT range between 8 and 14 h when the equatorial ionosphere
conductivity is high and it is possible to detect the response
signature in the EEJ index. Few events are identified in the
evening hours during both the cases of IMF turnings. Both
the distributions peak near 9:00 LT showing uneven distri-
bution of identified events with respect to the LT. For north-
ward Bz turnings the distribution looks flatter compared to
the event distribution of southward IMF turnings.

[19] The amplitude distributions of �EEJ, �AL, �AU,
and �PCN along with associated �Eswy and �Bz distri-
butions are shown in Figure 4. Most of the events have
response amplitude of approximately within ˙50 nT for
EEJ, ˙300 nT for AL, and ˙200 nT for AU. The ampli-
tude of Eswy changed within ˙10 mV/m, whereas PCN
lay within ˙2 mV/m. Bz turnings show amplitude variation
within ˙20 nT. Except for �AL, the negative amplitudes of
�EEJ, �PCN, and �AU are normally associated with the

northward Bz turnings, and positive amplitudes are associ-
ated with the southward Bz turnings. Since AL is a proxy for
the westward current, positive changes in AL are associated
with the northward Bz turnings and negative amplitudes of
�AL to the southward Bz turnings. The distributions of all
parameters show asymmetry for northward and southward
Bz turnings.

[20] Figure 5 represents histograms of the durations of
events. Duration of event is defined as a time interval
of the change seen in observed parameter for all studied
events. The histogram is plotted for all events irrespective
of Bz turning. It can be observed from Figures 5b, 5d, 5e,
and 5f that there are preferred average time scales for the
time durations associated with �PCN, �AL, �EEJ, and
�AU, whereas durations corresponding to �Bz or �Eswy
(Figures 5a and 5c) turnings do not show any preferred time
scale. Around 70% of Bz turning events have time dura-
tion between 2 and 10 min. The number of events increases
with shorter duration for �Bz or �Eswy which might be
indication of the self-organized criticality (SOC) of the solar
wind [Bak et al., 1987]. In the critical state, the system has
a distribution of minimally stable regions of all sizes so that
small perturbations give rise to avalanches of all sizes from
the smallest possible avalanche up to the size of the system.
The characteristics of the SOC system is that no preferred
scale exists [Lu and Hamilton, 1991]. But it is important
to note that geomagnetic parameters exhibit some preferred
time scales as seen in Figures 5b, 5d, 5e, and 5f.

4. Magnetospheric Communication and
Ionospheric Reconfiguration Time

[21] The IMF data used in the present study are time
shifted to bow shock nose which is obtained from OMNI
database. The details of the time-shift technique is elab-
orated at http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/HROdocum.
html. The ground-based signatures related to the Bz turn-
ings are not seen simultaneous with Bz due to additional
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Southward Northward

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. (upper panels) The relationship of�EEJ and associated�Eswy. (lower panels) Conductivity-
corrected �EEJ (�EEJCorrect) relationship with corresponding �Eswy (left panels represent southward
turnings events and right panels northward turning events).

communication time associated with the propagation from
the bow shock nose to the ionosphere. It is inferred from
Figure 5 that the time duration of �Eswy and �Bz do
not show any preferred time scale, whereas durations of
�PCN, �AL, �AU, and �EEJ show preferred time scales.
This may indicate that the time scales associated with
magnetosphere-ionosphere system are responsible for the
observed preferred time scales. This time duration is com-
posed of different propagation and transition times as dis-
cussed in section 1. Here, we define the communication time
as time between start of the Bz turning observed at bow
shock nose and the onset of the signature at the ionosphere.
Thus, we concentrate on the time delay seen for the ini-
tial change (or very first change) between bow shock and
ground. Khan and Cowley [1999] reported that the travel
time from bow shock to magnetopause (or magnetosheath
transit time) is less than 1 min.

[22] For sharp Bz changes the response of the mag-
netosphere-ionosphere system is expected to be gradual
due to its inertia which can be represented by ionospheric
reconfiguration time. So another quantity, called the recon-
figuration time, is the time that the ionosphere takes to transit
from one state to another state during the sharp Bz turnings.
Estimating this time is a little tricky. In literature, the iono-
spheric reconfiguration time is defined as the time interval
of the ionospheric change (= time of the final change – time
of the start of change). However, we think that this defini-
tion includes the time interval of the Bz change itself (seen
at the bow shock), and hence it is required to remove it in
order to define the ionospheric reconfiguration time. So we
estimate reconfiguration time by subtracting �Eswy dura-
tion from the duration of�EEJ which can be represented by
the following equation.

TReconfig. = (Tduration)�EEJ – (Tduration)�Eswy (2)

The first term in the right-hand side of equation (2) rep-
resents time duration of �EEJ, whereas the second term
represents duration of �Eswy. Figure 6 shows the statistical
study of communication time and reconfiguration time for
studied events. As shown in Figures 6a and 6b, the commu-
nication time was studied for northward and southward Bz
turnings separately, and it is found that the mean time for the
signature to communicate from bow shock nose to equato-
rial ionosphere is about 13˙6 min for Bz southward turnings
and about 11 ˙ 5 min for Bz northward turnings, where
error indicates the standard deviation of samples. So on an
average we observe approximately 12 min communication
time (from bow shock nose to the ionosphere) which shows
very good consistency with the past studies mentioned in
section 1. We also notice almost the same communication
time observed for polar ionosphere (not shown in the figure)
indicating short inter-ionospheric communication time, i.e.,
fast propagation of polar electric field to the equator. We
do not see any LT dependence of communication time (not
shown here) within the presently analyzed range of 06:00 to
18:00 LT.

[23] The observed equatorial ionospheric (Figure 6c)
average reconfiguration time for southward turning is 9 ˙
6 min and for northward turning (Figure 6d) is 11 ˙ 8 min.
Also, it is important to note that the distribution of recon-
figuration time differs for southward and northward Bz
turning events; it is more widely distributed for northward
as compared to southward Bz turnings.

[24] Further, we examine the dependence of these com-
munication and reconfiguration times on the Earth-directed
radial component of the solar wind velocity (Vswx),
depicted in Figure 7. It can be noticed that the observed
communication time is inversely proportional to the solar
wind flow (Figures 7a and 7b). The correlation and linear-
ity is nearly equal for both the turnings of Bz. Time of
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Figure 10. Schematics of (a) southward and (b) northward
Bz turnings (see text for details).

sweeping of discontinuity across the magnetosphere by solar
wind might be responsible for high anticorrelation of time
delay with Vswx. It is expected that the faster solar wind
flow crosses the magnetosphere in shorter time. So this can
explain the observed anticorrection of communication time
with Vswx. The middle panel shows the better correlation
of Vswx with the time delay computed from the end of
the sharp turning of Bz to the corresponding final changed
state of the ionosphere which includes both communication

and ionospheric reconfiguration time (Figures 7c and 7d).
Figures 7e and 7f display the scatter plot between Vswx
and reconfiguration time computed using equation (2) during
southward and northward turnings. A fairly good anticor-
relation between Vswx and reconfiguration time is evident
during southward Bz turning, but almost no correlation is
seen for northward Bz turnings. This is a very important
observation, since it suggests that solar wind velocity plays
a role in the reconfiguration time during southward Bz
turnings but not during northward Bz turnings.

5. Local Time Dependence
[25] Though our selection of events are constrained to the

daytime, a larger number of events are in the prenoon hours
(Figure 3). A maximum number of events are observed near
9:00 LT, and the number decreases toward dawn and dusk
for both southward and northward turning events. Figures 8a
and 8b show the LT variation of the �EEJ during south-
ward and northward Bz orientations, which show maximum
magnitude near diurnal peak of EEJ; this suggests strong
influence of diurnal variation of EEJ. The normalized ampli-
tude of �EEJ with respect to the associated change in Eswy
(�Eswy) is shown in Figures 8c and 8d, yet LT dependence

(c) (d)

(f)(e)

Southward Northward

(b)(a)

Figure 11. Linear relationship of �EEJCorrect with (a, b) net change of Eswy during turning (�Eswy)
Considering Bz turning, crossing zero, (c, d) magnitude of turning estimated from start to zero (Eswyint),
(e, f) magnitude of turnings estimated from zero to end value (Eswyfin).
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e) (f)

Southward Northward

Figure 12. Linear relationship for �PCN, �AL, and �AU with associated Eswy amplitude estimated
from zero to final value Eswyfin.

is seen which is due to the diurnal variation of the equato-
rial ionospheric conductivity. To remove conductivity effect,
correction to �EEJ is done by using multiplication fac-
tor (EEJpeak)qavg/EEJ(t)qavg. Where (EEJpeak)qavg is the peak
value of EEJ obtained by averaging five quiet days of the
month, and EEJ(t)qavg is the five quiet day average EEJ
value at the corresponding LT of the event. Figures 8e and
8f demonstrate the LT variation of conductivity-corrected
EEJ signatures (�EEJCorrect) for southward and northward
turnings. It can be seen that there is a complete scat-
ter, so no LT dependence seen assuring the diurnal vari-
ation of the conductivity effect has been eliminated, and
the applied conductivity corrections are reasonable. These
conductivity-corrected EEJ variations are used for the linear
regression analysis performed in section 6. The LT varia-
tion of conductivity-corrected and Eswy-normalized �EEJ
(�EEJNorm+Correct) shows broad scatter, and also the peak
near local noon has vanished (Figures 8g and 8h).

6. Correlation and Linear Regression Analysis
[26] Correlation and linear regression analysis is per-

formed to understand the relationship between Bz turn-
ings and associated signatures seen in various geomagnetic
parameters. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was esti-
mated with two-sided significance of its deviation from

zero. The studied LT range is divided into three sectors
06:00–10:00, 10:00–14:00, and 14:00–18:00 LT. The best
correlation is seen for 10:00–14:00 LT sector so here we
present analysis of events falling on 10:00–14:00 LT. The
coefficients which are significant (> 99% confidence level)
are shown in bold letters; refer to Tables 1 and 2 for
details. It is important to note that the correlation between
solar wind pressure changes �Psw and other parameters
is low, assuring less dependence of events on the pres-
sure changes due to the selection criteria for events. The
correlation of conductivity-corrected EEJ (�EEJCorrect) with
�Eswy (and �Bz) is high for both Bz turnings. For south-
ward turnings, �Eswy and �AU are better correlated as
compared to northward turnings. There is a positive corre-
lation observed between �Eswy and �PCN for both the
turning events. �Eswy and �Bz show high anticorrelation
which is expected.

[27] Linear regression analysis is performed to establish
relationship between different parameters by using abso-
lute linear fit. Since absolute fit is less sensitive to outliers,
we chose it over least square fit. Figure 9 shows the linear
relationship of �EEJ and �EEJCorrect with �Eswy. The cor-
relation coefficient (R) and straight line equation are shown
for each scatter plot. The term shown in brackets after the
R value is a significance value of estimated correlation. As
compared to �EEJ, the �EEJCorrect shows better correlation
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with�Eswy for northward Bz turnings, when southward Bz
turnings linearity is almost the same. The linear regression
shows a nonzero y intercept. This might indicate the contam-
ination of the estimated amplitudes by the background field.
Further detailed studies are needed to determine the cause of
the nonzero intercept.

[28] It is important to note that the amplitudes of Bz
(�Bz) are determined by considering the start of the sharp
change to the end of it. We now concentrate on the events in
which Bz has changed the sign, i.e., when Bz crosses zero
(Figure 10). When one considers the situation as depicted
in Figure 10, for southward turning, initial Bz (Bzint) is
northward and final Bz (Bzfin) is southward. Likewise for
northward turnings, initial Bz is southward and final Bz is
northward. For these events one can write �Bz = |Bzint| +
|Bzfin| and �Eswy = |Eswyint| + |Eswyfin|. Now we investi-
gate linear regression and correlation of geomagnetic signa-
tures with Eswyint and Eswyfin separately (Figure 11). The
left panels of Figure 11 present southward turning events,
whereas northward turning events are shown in the right
panels. Note that the plots in Figures 9c and 9d consider
all the events including those not crossing zero level of Bz.
The correlation has improved in Figures 11a and 11b, when
only those events are considered for which Bz has crossed
zero level. The scatter plots between �EEJCorrect and ini-
tial value of Eswy, i.e., Eswyint show better correction for
northward as compared to southward turnings (Figures 11c
and 11d). Also, it is interesting to note that when the mag-
nitude of turning is estimated from zero to final Eswyfin,
the correlation is better for southward as compared to the
northward turnings (Figures 11e and 11f). The southward
turning events show stronger correlation and less scatter
with Eswyfin as compared to northward turning events, indi-
cating asymmetry in both types of turnings. The physical
significance of this asymmetry is elaborated in the discussion
part of this paper. Similarly, correlation of�PCN,�AL, and
�AU signatures with Eswyfin is depicted in Figure 12. Note
that here we do not display the plots for Eswyint because no
clear relationship is observed for those. It can be seen that
a clear difference between southward (left panel) and north-
ward (right panel) events exists. The R2 values for AL and
AU are significantly higher for southward events (0.36 for
AL and 0.41 for AU) compared to those during northward
turnings (0.10 for Al and 0.01 for AU). The PCN shows
nearly equal R2 for both Bz turnings.

7. Summary and Discussion
[29] The present work aims to understand the differences

in characteristics of geomagnetic field response of PPE
associated with northward and southward turnings of the
Bz through the statistical analysis of PPE events identi-
fied during 2001–2005. We observe sharp increase/decrease
in the EEJ index corresponding to the sudden south-
ward/northward turnings of Bz. It is noted that the response
signature in the PCN index is similar to that in the EEJ
index, resulting in significantly high correlation coefficient
between two signatures (> 0.9), whereas signatures in AL
and AU are not always consistent in terms of continuous
increase or decrease. The auroral indices are influenced
by the substorm activity and high-latitude current systems
which can distort the signatures of sudden Bz turnings

significantly. The signatures in PCN and EEJ indices seem
to be simultaneous, within a minute. Thus, it indicates the
prompt penetration of the signature from the polar latitude
to the equatorial region.

[30] We observe approximately 12 ˙ 6 min communi-
cation time of Bz signature from bow shock nose to the
ionosphere which is comparable to the optimum propaga-
tion time of 17 min to travel from the magnetosphere’s bow
shock nose to the equatorial ionosphere reported by Manoj
et al. [2008]. The inverse proportionality between communi-
cation time and solar wind speed might indicate the crossing
of the magnetosphere by the solar wind discontinuity. When
solar wind plasma passes through bow shock, it decelerates
and becomes nearly zero at the subsolar point. The plasma in
magnetosheath flows along the surface of the magnetopause
toward the polar region. Considering radial solar wind speed
(Vswx) equal to 500 km/s and subsolar magnetopause dis-
tance as 10Re (Re = radius of the earth) and if we assume
in magnetosheath solar wind decelerates to speed approx-
imately 1/4 of Vswx (as suggested by Khan and Cowley
[1999]), then the travel time for the solar wind electric field
signatures to propagate in quarter sphere in order to reach the
poles would be approximately 13 min, which is very close to
the observed communication time.

[31] The ionosphere has its inertia which results in a finite
response time to the sudden external changes applied to
the ionosphere. This response time is termed as ionospheric
reconfiguration time. Approximately 10 ˙ 8 min of iono-
spheric reconfiguration time is observed for all events. For
southward Bz turnings, the reconfiguration time is found
to be inversely dependent on Vswx, while northward Bz
turnings do not show such dependence. This is intrigu-
ing as dependence of reconfiguration time on solar wind
speed is not obvious and needs more detailed study to
understand its implications. This might throw some light
on the differences in physical mechanisms involved in
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling during southward and
northward turnings. Also, one can postulate that ionospheric
reconfiguration time should depend on the thickness and ori-
entation of the discontinuity which can be investigated in
future studies.

[32] It is important to examine the local time dependence
of the penetration. The observed LT dependence of the
PPE signatures in EEJ essentially includes the diurnal vari-
ation of enhanced cowling conductivity at the equator. The
amplitudes of PPE in H component of ABG shows weaker
LT variation as compared to those seen at TIR, which is
expected. After removing the conductivity effect, almost no
LT dependence is seen in �EEJCorrect.

[33] The correlation between �EEJCorrect and �Eswy is
excellent and significant up to 99% during southward and
northward Bz turnings. The correlation of �EEJCorrect with
�PCN, �AL, and �Eswy is almost the same for south-
ward and northward Bz turnings. The correlation of �AU
with �Eswy is very strong for southward as compared
to northward Bz turnings. This is due to the enhanced
magnetospheric convection during the southward Bz. It is
observed that the linear relationship between conductivity-
removed PPE amplitudes (�EEJCorrect) and �Eswy differs
for northward and southward turnings. The estimated linear
absolute fit for southward Bz turnings is �EEJCorrect =
4.50 � �Eswy + 3.19, whereas for northward Bz turnings
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�EEJCorrect = 8.23 � �Eswy + 7.35. This shows that slope
for northward turning events is higher as compared to the
southward turnings which indicates higher efficiency of PPE
during northward turnings. These observations can be com-
pared with the least square fit values between �H and
E � B drift estimated from Jicamarca Incoherent Scatter
Radar (ISR) data [Anderson et al., 2002]. It is important to
note that they studied the relationship between ionospheric
E � B drifts and strength of EEJ, whereas the present work
investigates the relationship between sharp changes in Eswy
and its signatures in EEJ. The F region E � B drifts are
controlled by ionospheric zonal electric fields. Upward iono-
spheric drifts correspond to the eastward (dawn to dusk)
electric fields, whereas downward drifts are mainly due to
the westward (dusk to dawn) electric fields. It has been
reported that rapid variations in E � B drift can be related
to the PPE and hence to Eswy. Anderson et al. [2002] found
linear fit of �H = 2.3 E � B drift + 14.0 nT when both
�H and E � B drifts were positive, whereas relationship is
�H = 6.1 E � B drift – 11.0 nT when both were negative.
Thus, slope in linear fit is higher for downward E � B drifts
than that for upward drifts and indicate higher efficiency
for dusk-to-dawn electric field. Our study also shows sim-
ilar results, i.e., when �EEJ and �Eswy both are negative
(northward Bz turning), the slope is higher as compared to
the slope when both are positive (southward Bz turning). At
first glance it appears that the higher efficiency during north-
ward turning is ambiguous. Because during southward Bz
the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling is stronger than that
during northward Bz, it should result in higher efficiency
during southward Bz.

[34] So in order to understand the observed discrepancy,
imagine that Bz acts as a switch: when it is negative (south-
ward), it transfers solar wind energy to the magnetosphere
through reconnection, and when it becomes zero, energy
transfer through reconnection ceases. When Bz is positive
(northward), almost no energy or a small amount of energy
can enter into the magnetosphere through reconnection
occurring at high latitudes. So one can postulate that during
southward Bz turnings, increasing amplitude of southward
Bz should enhance the convection and during northward
turning decreasing amplitude of southward Bz should cause
weakening of convection. The linear relationship has been
further analyzed by investigating the effect of actual Bz
values (Bzint or Bzfin) by splitting Eswy into positive and
negative values instead of net change in Eswy (�Eswy).
It is evident from Figures 11b, 11d, and 11f that during
northward turnings �EEJCorrect has strong correlation with
Eswyint as compared to the Eswyfin, whereas Figures 11c
and 11e indicate that �EEJCorrect has better correlation with
Eswyfin during southward turnings. Also, during southward
turning, the strong correlation of �PCN, �AL, and �AU
with Eswyfin as compared to Eswyint supports the above dis-
cussed Bz orientation effect on magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling. This clearly shows that during northward turnings,
the decrease in southward Bz value mainly contributes to
the observed decrease in PPE amplitude in EEJ. Thus, the
enhanced magnetospheric reconnection leading to stronger
magnetospheric convection during increasing southward Bz
and ceasing of convection occurring due to decreasing
southward Bz amplitude during northward Bz turning can
be ascribed to the observed linearity between �EEJ and

�Eswy. This is a very important observation which may
indicate that only southward Bz has major contribution in
the observed effect at the equator. During the northward
turning, the effect is seen only due to the decreasing values
of southward Bz. Even after considering actual Bz values,
we observe the higher slope of Eswyint versus �EEJCorrect
for northward turning (Figure 11d) as compared to the
slope of Eswyfin versus �EEJCorrect for southward turning
(Figure 11e) indicating higher efficiency of PPE during
northward as compared to southward turnings. This should
be due to the fact that overshielding effect due to Region-2
field-aligned currents are also contributing during northward
turnings in addition to the effect of the decreasing convec-
tion, whereas during southward turnings only the effect of
increasing convection is contributing to the increase of the
amplitude of PPE signature, hence enhancing the efficiency
during northward turnings. Hence, observed differences in
the efficiency during southward and northward turnings can
be attributed to the presence of dusk-to-dawn shielding elec-
tric field in the inner magnetosphere, thus emphasizing the
role of over-shielding during northward Bz.
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